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Introduction
In [10] a metric, referred to as rotation distance, was defined on the space of all edge-induced subgraphs of a specified size in a connected graph. First we review this concept. Let G be a connected graph of size q >~ 1, and let F and H be edge-induced subgraphs of size k (1 ~< k <~ q) in G. We say that H can be obtained from F by an edge rotation if there exist distinct vertices u, v, and w in G such that uveE (F) , vwe E(G) -E(F), and H = F -uv + vw. The subgraph F is said to be r-transformed into H if H can be obtained from F by a sequence of edge rotations, i.e., if there exists a sequence F = Ho, H1, ..., H, = H(n ~> 0) of edge-induced subgraphs of size k in G such that Hi+l is obtained from Hi by an edge rotation for i = 0, 1 ..... n -1. In [10] it was shown that for every two edge-induced subgraphs F and H of specified size in a connected graph G, the subgraph F can be r-transformed into H. The minimum number of edge rotations required to r-transform F into H is called the rotation distance dr (F, H) .
The edge rotation is only one of three types of edge transfers that we discuss in this paper. The concept of edge move was used to describe transformations between graphs in [4, 6, 15] . The edge move can also be used to describe a transformation between subgraphs of the same size in a graph. Let G be a (not necessarily connected) graph of size q/> 1, and let F and H be edge-induced subgraphs of size k(1 ~< k ~< q) in G. Then H can be obtained from F by an edge move if there exist (not necessarily distinct) vertices u, v, w, and x such that uveE (F) 
, wxeE(G)-E(F), and H = F -uv + wx. The subgraph F is said to be m-transformed into H if H can be obtained from F by a sequence of edge moves. The minimum number of edge moves required to m-transform F into H is called the move distance d,,(F, H). It is immediate that this distance is not only well-defined and a metric, but also if F and H have s edges in common, then din(F, H) = k -s.
In [9] the jump distance between two graphs of the same order and same size was defined. In this paper our main goal is to define a jump distance between two edge-induced subgraphs of the same size in a graph, to study this distance, and to compare this distance with the other two subgraph distances defined above. Once again, let G be a graph of size q ~> 1, and let F and H be edge-induced subgraphs of size k(1 ~< k ~< q) in G. We say that H is obtained from F by an edge jump if there exist four distinct vertices u, v, w, and x in G such that uveE (F) 
, wxeE(G)-E(F), and H = F-uv + wx.
For subgraphs F and H in a graph G, we say that F is j-transformed into H if H can be obtained from F by a sequence of edge jumps. Certainly, if F can be j-transformed into H, then F and H have the same size. The minimum number of edge jumps required to j-transform F into H is called the jump distance dj(F, H) from F to H. It is straightforward to see that on the space of all edge-induced subgraphs of G of a fixed size for which the jump distance is defined, the jump distance is a metric.
For the graph G of Fig. 1 , four edge-induced subgraphs G~, G2, G3, G 4 are shown as
, which is not defined since G1 cannot be j-transformed into G4.
j-Transformation of subgraphs
We mentioned that if F and H are two edge-induced subgraphs of the same size in a graph G, then F can be m-transformed into H. If G is connected, then F can be r-transformed into H. Since the subgraph GI of 
G4, it follows that connectedness for G is not a sufficient condition for j-transformation of subgraphs. Next we develop a necessary and sufficient condition for a graph G of size q/> 1 to have the property that for every two edge-induced subgraphs F and H of some specified size k(1 ~< k ~< q), F can be j-transformed into H. We first consider the case k = 1. In this case, it is convenient to think of j-transforming one edge into another rather than j-transforming the corresponding edge-induced subgraphs (of size 1). We begin with a few preliminary observations. If G is a disconnected graph containing at least two nontrivial components, then surely every edge of G can be j-transformed into every other edge by a j-transformation consisting of at most two edge jumps. Since isolated vertices play no role in edge jumps, we may now assume that the graph G under consideration is connected. If G contains an edge e that is adjacent to all other edges of G, then certainly e cannot be j-transformed into any other edge of G. Hence, a necessary condition for a connected graph to have the property that each of its edges can be j-transformed into any other edge is that it contain no edge that is adjacent to all other edges of the graph. The only (connected) graphs of order 4 or less containing no such edge are the cycle C4 of order 4 and the complete graph K 4 of order 4. In each of these graphs, however, every edge can only be j-transformed into exactly one other edge. For graphs of order 5 or more, however, this necessary condition is sufficient as well. Proof. We have already noted the necessity. For the sufficiency, let e andf be distinct edges of G. If e and f are not adjacent, then e can be j-transformed into f by a single edge jump. Hence, we may assume that e = uv and f= vw for distinct vertices u, v, and w. If G contains an edge h that is adjacent to neither e nor f, then both e andfcan be j-transformed into h by a single edge jump. Thus, e can be j-transformed into f by a sequence of two edge jumps. Hence, we may assume that G contains no edge that is adjacent to neither e nor f.
Since e is not adjacent to all other edges of G, there exists an edge e' that is not adjacent to e. Necessarily, e' is adjacent tof Thus, e' = wx for some x # u. Similarly, there exists an edgef' that is not adjacent tof but is adjacent to e. Sof' = tu for t # w.
We consider two cases.
Case 1: t 4: x. Here, e can be j-transformed into e' by a single edge jump. We indicate this by writing e--* e'. In addition, e' ~f' and f' ~f Thus, e can be jtransformed into f by a sequence of three edge jumps. Case 2: t = x. Since G has order at least 5, it follows that G contains a vertex y adjacent to one of u, v, and w. If h = uy is an edge of G, then e is j-transformed into fby the sequence e --* e' ~ h --*f of three edge jumps. If wy is an edge of G, then the result is similar. Suppose then that h' = vy is an edge of G. In this case, e is jtransformed into f by the sequence e ~ e' --* h' ~f' ~f of four edge jumps.
In either case; e is j-transformed into f [] Proof. Since G can be j-transformed into itself, we may assume that k < q. For k = 1, this is simply a restatement of Theorem 1, so we may also assume that k ~> 2. Suppose, first, that G contains an edge e that is adjacent to all other edges of G. If F is an edge-induced subgraph of size k not containing e and H is an edge-induced subgraph of size k containing e, then certainly F cannot be j-transformed into H. For the converse, assume that G contains no edge that is adjacent to all other edges of G, and let F and H be edge-induced subgraphs of size k in G. We show that F can be j-transformed into H. Suppose that F and H have t edges in common. If t = k, then F = H and F can be j-transformed into H. Hence, we may assume that 0 ~< t < k. Let E(F) = {fl,f2, ... 
q~ E(F). (Since hs(~_E(F)
, the integer n exists). First, suppose that n = 1. Then hi CE(F) and Ht = F -f,+l + hi = Ho -ho + h~ is obtained from F by an edge jump and so F is j-transformed into H1. Thus, we may assume that n > 1. Now define Fo = F and for i = 1, 2 ..... n, define
where, then, F, = H,. Thus Fi can be obtained from Fi-1 by an edge jump for i = 1,2 ..... n. Hence Fo = F can be j-transformed into F, = H,. Therefore, in either case, Ho = F can be j-transformed into H,. If n = s, then H, = H' and F can be j-transformed into H'. If n < s, then let m be the smallest integer such that m > n and hm ~ E(F) and we continue as before to show that H, can be j-transformed into H,,.
Continuing in this manner, we see that F can be j-transformed into H'. []
We have already noted that in a disconnected graph containing at least two nontrivial components, every edge can be j-transformed into every other edge. The proof of Theorem 3 actually relies on the fact that in the graph in question, every edge can be j-transformed into every edge. Hence, it follows that if G is a disconnected graph of size q >~ 2 containing at least two nontrivial components and 1 ~< k ~< q, then every edge-induced subgraph of size k in G can be j-transformed into every other edge-induced subgraph of size k in G.
k-Jump graphs
Let G be a graph of size q/> 1 and let k be an integer such that 1 ~< k ~< q. The k-jump 9raph Jk(G) of G is that graph whose vertices are the (~) edge-induced subgraphs of size k, and where vertices F and H of Jk(G) are adjacent if d~(F, H) = 1. It is immediate that Jk(G) is connected if and only if d~(F,H) is defined for every two edge-induced subgraphs F and H of size k in G. Necessary and sufficient conditions for this to occur have been described in the preceding section. If k = 1, then we refer to Jk(G) = JI(G) as the jump graph of G and denote this more simply as J(G). That is, J(G) can be interpreted as that graph whose vertices are the edges of G and such that two vertices of J(G) are adjacent if and only if the corresponding edges of G are independent, i.e., nonadjacent. Therefore, the jump graph of a graph G is a graphical representation of edge independence in G. Two graphs G1 and G2 and their jump graphs are shown in Fig. 2 
Sequences of iterated jump graphs
In this section we consider iterated jump graphs. For n ~> 2, the nth iterated jump 9raph J"(G) is defined as J(J"-I(G)), where JI(G) = J(G). For the graphs G1 and G2
of Fig. 2 , we show JZ(G1) and j2(G2) in Fig. 3 .
A sequence {Gk} of graphs is said to converge (see [17] ) if there exists a graph G and a positive integer N such that Gk ~-G for all k ~> N. The graph G is then called the limit 9raph of the sequence {Gk}. If the sequence {GR} is finite, it is said to terminate. If a sequence neither converges nor terminates, then it diveryes. Convergence of various sequences of graphs was considered in [7, 13, 16, 17] . In this paper, we determine all 
N. In particular, JN(H)~-G and JN+ I(H) = J(JN(H)) = J(G) ~-G, or G ~-L(G). In [1] Aigner showed that there are exactly two graphs G for which G ~-L(G), namely C5 and the corona cor(K3) of K3,
shown in Fig. 4 . We can now state the corresponding result.
Theorem 4. The sequence {Jk(G)} converges if and only if G ~-C5 or G ~-cor(K3).
Before we introduce a characterization of those graphs G for which {Jk(G)} terminates, we have a number of observations to make and lemmas to present. By a subdivision of a graph G we mean a graph H obtained from G by replacing some edge uv of G by a new vertex w and the edges uw and vw. A graph H is said to be homeomorphic from G if either H ~ G or H is obtained from G by a sequence of subdivisions. A vertex splitting of G is a graph F obtained from G by replacing a vertex v of G by two new vertices vl and v2 such that each neighbor of v in G is adjacent to exactly one of vl and vz in F. In Fig. 5 the graph H is homeomorphic from G, while F is a vertex splitting of G.
Lemma 5. Let G be a graph for which { jk(G) } diverges. If H is a graph such that either (1) H contains G as a subgraph, (2) H is homeomorphic from G, or (3) H is a vertex splitting of G, then {jk(H)} diverges.
Proof. Since in each of the above situations, J(G) is a subgraph of J(H), the sequence {Jk(H)} does not terminate. Suppose, to the contrary, that {Jk(H)} converges. Then by Theorem 4, H = C5 or H = corK3. Hence, either J(H) = C5 or J(H) = corK3.
Since every proper subgraph of C5 and corK3 has a terminating sequence of iterated jump graphs, it now follows that {Jk(G)} terminates, a contradiction. [] We now consider the path P6, which is shown in Fig. 6 together with its jump graph and 2nd iterated jump graph. Observe that J2(p6) is the graph GI of Fig. 2 
and that G1 is a subgraph of J(G~).
Consequently, G1 is a subgraph of We now consider these three cases. Fig. 7 .
Case 1: The graph G contains a 4-cycle but G is not a subgraph of any graph of
Suppose first that G is triangle-free. Then G must contain one of the graphs of Fig. 8 as a subgraph.
The graph H1 contains P6 as a subgraph and so {jk(G)} diverges if G contains H1 as a subgraph. Now, H 2 is a vertex-splitting of K2.3 and J(H3) = H2. Hence, if G contains either H2 or H3 as a subgraph, then it follows by Lemma 5 that {Jk(G)} diverges.
Therefore, G contains none of the graphs H1, H2 and H3 as a subgraph. Consequently, G contains one or more triangles. Suppose that G contains K 4 as a subgraph. Since G ~ G 2 ~ K,,, the graph G must contain the graph H of Fig. 9 as a subgraph. However j2(H) contains P6 as a subgraph; so {Jk(H)} diverges, and H is not a subgraph of G.
Therefore, G must contain one of the graphs of Fig. 10 as a subgraph.
Since H1 is a subgraph of F1 and {Jk(H1)} diverges, { jk(F1) } diverges. Also, H3 is a subgraph of both F2 and F3, so {Jk(F2) } and {Jk(V3) } both diverge. Furthermore, H2 is a subgraph of F4 so that { Jk(F4)} diverges. Hence, G cannot contain any of F~, F2, F3, and F 4 as a subgraph. Hence, Case 1 cannot occur. Fig. 7 . Suppose first that G contains two or more triangles. The graph G cannot contain two vertex-disjoint triangles, for, otherwise, { Jk(G)} diverges by Lemma 6. Moreover, no two triangles of G can have an edge in common since G would contain a 4-cycle in such a case. Therefore, every two triangles of G must have exactly one vertex in common. This implies that G has at least two triangles with one common vertex. Since G ~ GI, it follows that G must contain one of the graphs G' and G" of Fig. 11 as a subgraph. The graph G' contains vertex-disjoint subgraphs of sizes 2 and 3, so {Jk(G')} diverges by Lemma 6. This is also the case for J(G"), so {Jk(G")} diverges. Hence, G must contain a single triangle.
O Case 2: The 9raph G contains a triangle but no 4-cycle and G is not a subgraph of any 9raph of
If G has size 5 or less, then G is a subgraph of G5 or G6 shown in Fig. 7 . Thus, G has size at least 6. The graph G consists of a single triangle with a nontrivial tree at one or more vertices of the triangle. Suppose first that there is a nontrivial tree at all three vertices of the triangle. If each tree has size 1, then G --cor(K3). However, {Jk(G)} converges by Theorem 4. Thus, at least one of the trees contains at least two edges, but then G contains vertex-disjoint subgraphs of sizes 2 and 3; so {Jk(G)} diverges by Lemma 6.
Suppose next that G has nontrivial trees at exactly two vertices of the triangle. If one of these trees has size at least 3 or both trees have size at least 2, then G contains vertex-disjoint subgraphs of size 2 and 3 and so {Jk(G)} diverges by Lemma 6. Hence, either G _~ Gs, which is contrary to hypothesis, or G is the graph of Fig. 12 , which contains P6 as a subgraph and so {Jk(G)} diverges, again contrary to hypothesis. 
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Therefore, G has a nontrivial tree at only one vertex of the triangle. Since G is not a subgraph of either G6 or H, (n/> 4) of Fig. 7 , either G contains vertex-disjoint subgraphs of sizes 2 and 3 (which is impossible) or G contains the graph Go of Fig. 13 as a subgraph.
In this case, J(G) contains J(Go) of Fig. 13 as a subgraph. However, J(Go) is isomorphic to the graph H 2 of Fig. 8 . Since {jk(H2) } diverges, {jk(G)} diverges, contrary to hypothesis. Hence Case 2 cannot occur.
Case 3: The graph G is a tree but G is not a subgraph of any graph of Fig. 7 . First we note that G is not a path since P, for n ~< 5 is a subgraph of several graphs in Fig. 7 , and we have seen that {jk(p,)} diverges for n ~> 6. Hence A(G) >~ 3. Assume first that A (G) = 3. Suppose that G contains exactly one vertex v of degree 3. Then G consists of three paths with an end-vertex of these paths identified and denoted by v. If the sum of the lengths of three paths is 5 or less, then G is a subgraph of G 5 or 6 6 (of Fig. 7) . Thus the sum of the lengths of these paths is at least 6. In this case, G contains vertex-disjoint subgraphs of sizes 2 and 3 (and so {Jk(G)} diverges) or G is the graph J(H) of Fig. 9 and so {jk(G)} diverges. Therefore, G contains at least two vertices of degree 3. If G contains nonadjacent vertices of degree 3, then G contains vertex-disjoint subgraphs of sizes 2 and 3, which implies that {jk(G)} diverges. Hence, G contains exactly two vertices of degree 3 and these vertices are adjacent. Since G is not a subgraph of Gs, it follows that G contains the tree T of Fig. 14 as a subgraph. However, then, G contains vertex-disjoint subgraphs of sizes 2 and 3, which is impossible.
We now conclude that G contains a vertex of degree 4 or more. Since G is not a subgraph of H, for any n ~> 4, G must contain one of the trees T1 and T 2 of Fig. 15 as a subgraph.
The tree T1 contains vertex-disjoint subgraphs of sizes 2 and 3, so G cannot contain T1 as a subgraph. On the other hand, J(Tz) is isomorphic to the graph H 2 of Fig. 8 . However, {jk(H2)} diverges, so {Jk(G)} diverges and Case 3 cannot occur. [] The following theorem describes those disconnected graphs G for which {Jk(G)} terminates. The proof proceeds by cases and is similar to that of Theorm 7 and is therefore omitted.
Theorem 8. Let G be a disconnected graph without isolated vertices. The {Jk(G)} terminates if and only if
(1) G is isomorphic to 4K 2, 2KEWP3, or K 2 ~ G', where G' is a connected graph of size 4 different from Ps, or (2) G is a subgraph of a graph in Fig. 7 .
Hamiltonian jump graphs
Harary and Nash-Williams [12] showed that the line graph of a graph G is hamiltonian if and only if G _~ K 1,,, where n/> 3, or G contains a dominating circuit.
(A circuit C in G is dominating if every edge of G is incident with a vertex of C.) In this section, we describe classes of graphs having hamiltonian jump graphs and also present sufficient conditions for a graph to have a hamiltonian jump graph. We begin with the latter. The minimum and maximum degrees of a graph G are denoted by 6(G) and A(G), respectively. Using the well-known result of Dirac [11] that states that a connected graph G of order p/> 3 is hamiltonian if 6(G) >~ p/2, we first establish the following. In particular, the jump graph of a complete graph of order at least 8 is hamiltonian.
Actually, it is straightforward to show that J(Kp) is hamiltonian when p is 6 or 7 as well. However, J(Ks) is the Petersen graph, which is not hamiltonian. So although K5 is hamiltonian, its jump graph is not. One might be led to believe that a hamiltonian graph of sufficiently large order has a hamiltonian jump graph. However, this is not the case. For p/> 4, let Gp be the graph obtained by joining one vertex v of a cycle C of length p to the remaining vertices of C. Then degGv = p --1. So the order of J(Gp) is 2p -3 and J(Gp) contains an independent set of vertices of cardinality p -1. However, since the independence number of J(Gp) exceeds half the order of J(Gp), it follows that J(Gp) is not hamiltonian for p >~ 4.
We have noted that the jump graph of a complete graph of order at least 6 is hamiltonian. We now show that the jump graph of every complete bipartite graph that is neither a star nor a 4-cycle is also hamiltonian.
Theorem 11. If r,s >~ 2 are integers that are not both equal to 2, then J(K,,s) is hamiltonian.
Proof. Suppose that 2 ~< r -%< s with not both r and s equal to 2. Let G ~ K,,s with partite sets U = {ul,u2 .... ,u,} and V = {/)1,/)2 ..... vs}. For each pair i,j (1 -%< i ~< r and 1 ~<j ~< s), let eij = uivj. Note that two edges e~j and e,,, are independent in G if and only if i # m and j ~-n. Thus, the corresponding vertices ei~ and emn in J(G) are adjacent if and only if i # m and j # n. We consider two cases.
Case 1: Suppose that r, s >/3. Then the cycle el 1~ e22, "', err, el2, e23, "', er, r+ 1~ "'" , e ls, e2,s+ 1, "" ~ er, r +s-1~ el 1 where the subscript j of eii is expressed modulo s, is a hamiltonian cycle of J(G). 
is a hamiltonian cycle of J(G). []
According to Theorem 11, every complete bipartite graph of order at least 5 that is not a star has a hamiltonian jump graph. Next we show that a bipartite hamiltonian graph of order at least 6 has a hamiltonian jump graph.
Theorem 12. If G is a bipartite hamiltonian graph of order 2n >~ 6, then J(G) is hamiltonian.
Proof. Let C: vl, I)2, "",/)2n,/)1 be a hamiltonian cycle in G, and draw C as a regular 2n-gon in the plane and draw every edge of G as a straight line segment. Every edge of G not on C is parallel to some edge of C. For each integer i with 1 -%< i <-% n, let ei = vi/)i+ 1 and el = v,+iv,+i+ 1. Then ei and e'i are parallel edges on C. If there are chords of C parallel to both el and el, then denote them by dil, di2 ..... dik,. Since the edges ei, el, dil, di2 .... ,dik~ are independent in G, the corresponding vertices are mutually adjacent in J(G). Suppose first that n ~> 4. Then 
